cups with personality
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Welcome in
PolonaPolona
world, where art is
official school of
thinking, cinema is
prevailing truth and
pinch of rock’n’roll
is answer to all the
problems.

It’s a cup of magic
European made,
hand-finished,
heavy-duty porcelain,
dishwasher and
microwave safe.
Immune to the
change of trends.

Iconic characters
of popular culture,
hand-drawn
and devastatingly
charming.

Boutique, homegrown, female-led and female-owned business.
Authentic brand, available online, in bookstores and design shops across Europe.
A professional organization and a trustworthy supplier.

Greatest Hits, vol. 1

A LBE RT

A MY

AUD RE Y

DAVI D

Beautiful, but a bit
wild. Creative but also
reliable. Inspired by
pop culture’s greatest
names, PolonaPolona
cups are here to bring
magic to everyday life.

FREDDIE

ANDY

FRIDA

Greatest Hits, vol. 2

GE O RGE IV

J IM I

Besides carrying the
biggest stars, these cups
bring a sense of style to
the table. They can be a
statement of intent, proof
of taste or just the best
gift you ever got.

JO HN

JANIS

JIM

JOHN IV

KEITH

I want to wake up with you

K L IN T

NIKO L A

KURT
PolonaPolona world is
as wide and as colourful
as is pop culture itself.
But on the top of the
best-sellers list, there are
the only biggest minds,
hearts and left hands
of our time.

LEMMY

MARILYN

PABLO

PAUL I V

Just the two of us

R I N G O IV

S T EV E

SA LVA D O R

THE PUR PLE ONE

SHERLOC K
Once a year, we
introduce our new Hero.
Recently we started to
involve a wide following
of our trustworthy likers
and followers to engage
in our selection process
via social media.

SIGMUN D

VINC EN T

All the things we do for Love

ESPRESSO

CAPPUCCINO

LATTE

CUP WITH SAUCER
100% PORCELAIN
8 CL CUP
Ø 13 CM SAUCER

CUP WITH SAUCER
100% PORCELAIN
18 CL CUP
Ø 4,5 CM SAUCER

BIG CUP
100% PORCELAIN
35 CL CUP

Quality is our middle
name. We insist on
hand-finished heavyduty 100% porcelain
obtained through a
double firing process
at 1.400°C.

PUDDING
BOWL

SANDWICH
PLATE

100% PORCELAIN
35 CL CUP

100% PORCELAIN
Ø 19 CM

In a microwave or
dishwasher, this
porcelain feels like in
wellness or spa.

Expect awe-inspiring
resistance to scratch
and thermal shock.
All shapes and
sizes can withstand
temperatures up to
250°C.

MEZZE
BIG PLATE
100% PORCELAIN
Ø 31 CM

The whole collection
was created and crafted
within Europe, where
the care-free siping of
coffee was invented and
competent tea slurping
was institutionalised.

Meet me at our spot
Like any rock star PolonaPolona
comes to your stage decently
prepared. We carefully tailored
POS presence using a wide
range of creatively juicy and
visibly practical elements.

Order your free
screensaver at
polonapolona.com

Regardless nostalgic notes PolonaPolona is digitally savvy brand - it
gently cultivates social media presence as main infomercial channel
and also has a hand-full of freebies for its friends.

From me to you
Polona landed on this world in 1973 in the
capital of Slovenia, Ljubljana. 25 years later
she graduated from L’École Supérieure des
Arts Appliqués Duperré in Paris. Creative
years started with a series of costume
design, fashion and illustration projects.
After a few years, she added some kids and
dogs to the mix.
In 2012 – big change. Polona started
drawing smart-mouthed portraits on
porcelainware just for the pure fun of it.
Her work was an instant success, and the
passion project quickly evolved into a brand
and brand into a small business. But passion
is still leading the show.
“I’m a big fan of popular culture in any form.
Books, films and exhibitions are my soul
food. As a believer in creative excellence, I
insist on doing all the artwork myself. I do it
to share my inspirations with you.”
Polona, the one with the brush

hello@polonapolona.com

polonapolona iconic cups

polonapolona shop

www.polonapolona.com

